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NSU Baseball Masterihg the Season Exchange Students Explore Law,History
Center Fielder Claude Love Says Key Is Unity
time playoffs
Ranked num- K i n1
start,• comber 10 nationally
ments Love.
in the NAIA, the F i h
Nova Southeast-..__ _ _ _•
Love beern University baseball team cur- lieves the
rently holds a record of 19-8, with a team can go
Florida Sun Conference record of 7- along way as
long as the
2, and a District 7 record of 9-3.
Leading the team In batting Is team plays
sophomore· Claude Love with a baseball asa
__.
batting average of .422. Love plays "team,· and .__
center field for the Knights, and states reduces their
Claude Love.
that his main goal for the season Is errors.
· ·11 we can do that, we can beat
for the team to win districts.
·we're Improving every game,
and hopefully we can peak by the See SPORTS on page ten
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. vvEsLEY SNIPEs

SUGAR
HILL

Noi Just
Another

Drug Flick

-SUgar
If you're ready Michelena
Hill. ls not
to experience a
1hetypicd
movie complete HO Ii day
with thought pro- ...._..__ _ _• drama of
voklng drama, then you are ready a drug
for •Sugar Hill.·
dealer
·sugar Hiii,• starring the riveting attemptactor Wesley Snipes, gave me new ing to end his career as a pusher.
Insight on the complex life of a drug This film shows the bigger picture of
dealer. I was first attracted to ·sugar the Incidents that led to his current
Hill. by the opportunity to see the lifestyle.
Flashback scenes from the
handsome Snipes In action.
However, I got my money's worth character's past, documented in
and more because this film made
See SNIPES on the back page
me think, and gave me hope.

lSpring <B~eaft '94
vol-u.'17'1.e fo-u.r
isS'1..1e eleven.
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Nova College Professor Tours Old Britain with Students
Note: This Is the second Installment of Dr.
Levitt's ttvee-part account of Nova College
students· exchange program trip to England.

We arrived in St
h
Stoke-on-Trent
e en
three hours late, L V i
at 1:30 on Mon- ..__ _ _ _•
day morning, and went to the hotel.
Kim and John expected the worst
because if the hotel In London was
primitive, what would conditions be
like In this smaller borough?
To everyone's surprise, my friend
and host, Dr. Abla Mayss, lecturer at
Staffordshire Law School, picked an
extremely pleasant bed and breakfast, the Mari Rose Guest House. The
rooms were warm and large; the
only problem was that the bathAt Shrewsbury: Dr. Levitt and Kim
rooms were located at the end of FrimoiUtt stroU downtown near Castle _Street.
the hall.
Stoke-on-Trent Is a city of nearly
On the Wedgwood factory tour,
three hundred thousand people, they watched skilled craftspersons
located In the Midlands of England. paint Intricate patterns on plates,
It Is famous for Its potteries, some of and sculptors craft vases on the
which include Wedgwood, Spode, potters' wheels. We all had the
Royal Doulton, Royal Albert, John- opportunity to purchase pottery for
son Brothers, and Aynsley. The en- family and friends.
tire county '(Staffordshire) became
In the afternoon, after a somea center for the production of por- what frantic drive, we arrived at.
celaln because of the large depos- Staffordshire Law School. i had to
its of clay and coal found within the deliver a lecture In Abla Mayss' Interregion.
national Law course.
On Monday morning we went to
The topic was the relationship
Barlaston to visit the Wedgwood between treaty law and d9rT1estlc
factory. There, the students dlscov- law as they both pertained to the
ered the two-hundred year old tra- . United States and the United Klngdltlon of porcelain and bone-china
·
manufacturing.
See LEVITT on page lour
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• Stones and Dylan Among
Rusty's ·eest of All Time
TogetherTo Recycle · •
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Setting the jObit'er Dic1'a ••• 1~7s:!;B~k~;:~::i
Record .Straight Labels are Ludicrous in America's Melting Pot
.

'

Let's See Les.s Opinion
More ''News''
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In a combined
c
outlook. according to you. would wrongness are not absolute, but
response to Heidi
.·
be an expression of Ignorance!
rather assume varied forms dependPalmer's editori- Froebe I
Who ordained Rush Umbaugh or ing on one's physical environment,
als, ·Never Fear,
you with the Intellect. rationale, or Herbert Spencer might say. You
Heidi's Here: Fight ·t he Socialist Lib- lntelRgencetoholdyourselvesabove should be advised that •truth· fluceral Conspiracy!; and ·A Voice of the rest of American society, and tuates, assuming various alterations,
Deat Editor,
Reason In a Sea of Insanity," which _ deem what Is right or wrong for throughout history, from country to
let's set the record straight.. The have appeared consecutively in Is- every Individual? To criticize an country, and from culture to culture.
Knight Is neither a very good ·news" sues 9 and l Oof The Knight, I suggest Individual for not appealing to your
To advocate that Rush Limbaugh's
paper, nor does It do a very good first, that Ms. Palmer makes the no- ·conservtrtive" views, which would conservatism is the view to uphold
Job of serving the Nova Southeast- Ive and Ignorant assumption that better be described as ·excluslon- and practice Is to rely, as natural law
ern University community, as It life In general Is only black and ary" views, Is ludicrous!
theorists did, on abstract evidence
broadly proclaims under Its title.
white, and a grey area does not
Rationalizlngandquestloningthe and self-evident truth, or absolute
Instead of Informative ·news· sto- exist. More political parties and political, religious, and economic truth.
ries on events around campus, the positionsexlstwithlntheUnitedstates institutions which have been the
I find it Incredulous, and a great
proceedings of the administration than just conservatives and liberals. building blocks of the infrastructure mistake on your part, Ms. Palmer.
on various unlverslty,.wlde Issues,
Ms. Palmer, you are methodically of American society defines one's that an Individual can blindly claim
updates on the various Centers' Incorrect In playing along with the Individualism. To blindly accept the
activities under the University's pur- American game of categorizing in- conservative position Ms. Palmer See SHADES on page eleven
view, or other items of community dividuals into certain social. politi- preaches, which lacks sub- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Interest, The Knight offers the univer- cal, or economic groups. The sense stantial proof would be pre- •
.. .
t S t
sity community the continuing saga of the indiyidual is lost or becomes a posterous. It would waste
on the cafeteria. opinions of ques- mere shadow in the background the rational faculties with ~
tionable value on entirely irrelevant when people begin identifying them- which man was created.
..c
topics to the NSU community (e.g.. selves as a member of a particular
Third, conservatism is not u
the recent bickering over Rush politicalaffiliationorsocio-economic an absolute truth, as Ms. c
Limbaugh-who cares??), front- class.
Palmer fervently contends, L,
page movie reviews, and a multiToo many times this divisiveness becausetruthandrightness/ o
tude of innuendo and entertain- has occurred throughout history.
~ '--"'------===
ment ·news.·
Currently In American society, as
ft
~ ~A~~
From The Knight's viewpoint. the you have advocated. one is laL
NSU community is apparently llm- beled either liberal or conservative.
p O
ited to only undergraduate students As a result, individualism is repressed
and •their· concerns. . Few past and.nearly eradicated in the name
The Knight is the official stu,
issues o( The Knight have offered of religion or the economy.
dencnewspaperofNovaSouth,
any news regarding the ·three· stuSecond, Ms. Palmer. you state eastern University. All uni,
dent governing organizations that and further support, through your versity members are encour,
call NSU home (the undergraduate evangelical style of editorializing, aged to submit anything they
SGA. the Center for Psychological that ·Rush Is right• and the conser- desire for publication.
Studies SGA. and the Law Center's votive view is the absolute ~ruth •
The opinions expressed in
Student Bar Association).
that an Individual should adhere to. The Knight do not represent
L
out of two recent articles on the. To honor or espouse any opposing the opinions- of _Nova South-.
\II
c
undergraduate SGA. one pretends - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 eastern University or any per,
\II at investigative journalism, but ends
son or group associated with
::=E
up being a piece on nothing more Schools and Centers at NSU; send
the university. Each individual
than rumor and Innuendo. The sec- reporters to find out what it is, and or group . speaks for herself,
\)
ond •artlcte• Is labeled an ·editorial then report It.
himself, or itself.
c
Commentary• so couldn't even be
Second, begin serving the NSU
The Knight staff reserves the
::::s
co
properly described as a news article community as a whole. look at right to edit, exclude, or return
either. As a matter of fact. a quick issues and organizations at the other any submitted materials at the
glance through the March 4, 1994 Centers and see what they're plan- staff's discretion.
Issue of The Knight shows that the nif)g and what some of their probThe Knight office is located at
majority of the ·newspaper· ls noth- lems are. You'd be surprised to themaincampusofNovaSouth~
lng more than opinion and adver- learn that by talking to other stu- eastern University, on the secs::
\II
tisements.
dents in other programs, you'd keep ond floor of the Rosenthal Seu,
Twosuggestlonscometothefore- us all better informed and bring us dent C.enter, in room 208.
~
::::s
front to solve these problems. First, closer together as a community. As
Telephone: (305) 452-1553.
report news happenings more, and the university's ·official student newsMailing address:
<
cut down on the opinion articles. paper; you are in a unique position THE KNIGHT NEWSPAPER
CONTRIBUTORS
Everybody has an opinion; there's to do just that. I hope you succeed.
STUDENT COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
no reason I'd want to read someNOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
John E. McDermott
Kim Fichera
oneelse'sopinlonlnthenewspaper . John M. Grohol
ROSENTHAL BUILDING STE 208
Maria. Menendez ~
John M. Grohol
unless I had _a modicum of respect 4th year doctoral psychology student
3301 COLLEGE AVE
Heidi Palmer
Dr. Stephen Levitt
forthem. There'splentyofnewsthat Past SGA President, Center for ·
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33314
Barbara Gaye Victor
Jackie Luongo
occurs every month, In the various
Psychological studies. 1992-1993
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rourh um ble oPinion sJ ~ How To Alleviate the Junk Machine Rush

Recycling Demonstration aSuccess
SCORE St~dents and College Faculty
.
Share Concern f or C. ampus and· E1)Vtronment

a

e

Most night stuI
C ki
dents at Nova v
Southeastern _Uni- L U O t'1 g O
1
;i;;~a~;b ~~r:ct1ytoa6:oo p.m.
I class. This chaotic trip leaves most
with little or no time to ferret out
something to eat..
Consequently . anyone who has
been in a night class is well acquainted with the mad rush to the
Parker building's snack room vending machines during a break.
These ravenous students race
downstairs and out the door in a
frantic- attempt to get something
into their stomachs: Some, so distracted by the thought of food,

hardly pay attention to their professor during class.
Many students would welcome
something more substantial and provocative to eat than ersatz cheese
crackers-that Is, the lucky ones who
get there in time before the junk
machines are empty.
Anyone who hasn't traveled the ,
night school road tor a degree can::.
not imagine the difficulties presented
by having to concentrate on the
subject matter at hand while wond ering where to get something to
eat.
It's not easy for students, who, in

·
.
Recently, stu- H
jd j
Sherman, a senior Ocean Studies
dents and f acuity
major, felt that this one-time effort
of Nova South- Pa I m e r
made enough people aware to Ineastern University
sure that the administration would
assistea our administration witt- the act. However,sheregretstherewds
removal of recycling materials from not sufficient notice for her and othcampus.
ers to participate. She also comAccording to Dr. Suzanne Ferriss, mented that 'there should be m0re
coordinator of the· SCORE progrdtn, campus activism regarding environSee PROVIDE on page eleven
some of these recyclable materials mental and social issues.
·
were placed in front of the Parker
D r . D. a v I d "'";::-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=============================::::;::====================:::;-i
building to demonstrate to the Uni- McNaron, who is
versity administration the amount of acti.ve in a small
recyclable materials generated on group of faculty
the campus.
memberswhodisLater, some of these recyclable cussenviroomental
materials were used in classes to issues; expressed
illustrate some of the local environ·· the view that the
1·
mental concerns and to search for event had been
. possible solutions. This action was a success.
II
viewed by many as a protest, but
C a t h e rIn e
according to the participants it was Mistretta, a freshI
meant as a service to the academic man law major,
I
community.
added that every
News of this event spread like little thing we can
wildfire. That evening, e-mail lit up contribute has a
like the sky over Baghdad on Day positive effect on
One of Operation Desert Storm. .the environment.
AttiyaShafiq,a
Some of the comments on-line
spread across the entire spectrum sophomore ac-

e

New Series

I

That evening, e-maD Ht up Dke the sky over Baghdad
on Day One of Operation Desert Storm.
from ludicrous to Insightful. How- counting major,
ever, all participants showed in vari- felt the problem
ous degrees of emotion how the with the admlnisstate of the environment is viewed tration was its attiby nearly all of us.
tude: one small
Being involved with the e-mail school's contribu·experience· that evening tion to recycling
prompted this inquisitive writer to would not make a
formulate a list of questions, as well difference to the
as interview some of the involved overall recycling
students and faculty members.
problem.
College freshman Leeman Strout
I · applaud all
believes that recycling Is the most the students and
Important issue concerning the en- faculty who were
vironment. In his opinion. the staged involved In the
event was effective.
"'demonstration·
Dr. Undo Gordon, a member of for their ingenuity.
the SCORE advisory committee. ex- Obviously, the ispressed the opinion that the univer- sue of recycling is
slty should be responsible for the important to evfunding of a recycling program. Dr. _eryone on camGordon further believes that the pus.
But, Is the unidemonstration ended too quickly to
make an Impact:
versify admln/sfra.,
·on the other hand. Robin tlon listening?

0

From the animators
of The Simpsoris.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Tim Curr,y,
Nancy Travis and Dweezil Zappa.
With music by Frank Zappa.

~USA®
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Saturclavs 10:10PM/9:30 Central
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Dr. Levitt and Friends Visit Historical Sites ·1n ·England
the knight

spring break '94

.Tour Includes Stoke-on-Trent, Chester, Shrewsbury Castle, Sf. Julian's Church, and ·Good Golly Miss Molly·
Continued from the Cover

then strolled down Eastgate street.
which is bedecked with overhanging floors of Tudor houses, called
·Rows.· ,
SUch a street, which architects
call a •galleried street,· is not found
anywhere else in the realm. No one
really knows why these houses were
built in such an unusual fashion,
where the top floor overhangs the
middle floor, and the middle over-.
hangs the ground floor.
A few paces north of Eastgate
street, we came upon the nine-

the time of the Great Depression, which we attended, did not simusome renovations to a nearby build- late a proceeding before the reguing took place, and the amphithe- lar courts, but rather a hearing bedom. After the lecture, the students
walked around the university, and
ater was literally unearthed.
fore the House of Lords, the highest
Anally, we ended up at the Crown court of appeal In the United Kinghad their first of three afternoon teas
Court of Chester. This stop proved to dom.
at the North stafford Hotel.
be very interesting. Tne court, along
That evening, some of the stuWhat is intriguing about Europe In
with the municipal offices, have dents had their first pangs of homegeneral, and England In particular,
been constructed within the walls of . sickness, so we all went for dinner at
is that there Is always a historical site
Chester Castle, portions of which Roosevelt's Restaurant whose spenearby. On Monday afternoon, as
date back to the time of William the cialty Is ·American food.·
we had about two hours of free
Conqueror (1066).
On Wednesday morning we motime, we went exploring. About
Jn the first decade after the con- tored to Shrewsbury located about
twenty miles south of stoke is the
quest, the Normans built a castle on forty miles southwest of stoke. Octown of stafford, and there, on a
cupied consecutively by Romans,
hilltop, Kim, John, and I found the
From dur hoteliers, the Roses, we later learned (to our surprise) Britons, Saxons, and Normans, this
ruins of an eight hundred year old
castle.
that the interior rooms hod been damaged by on I.R.A. bomb! market town has a vibrant and fascinating history.
On Monday night, the Nova stuIn bygone days, Shrewsbury was
dents, Douglas, and I went for a hundred and one year old Chester the site to protect northwestern Entraditional pub dinner with the dean, Cathedral. Although · it is thought gland from Welsh raiders. The secu- an Important military stronghold on
two doctoral candidates, Abla (Dr. that a Saxon Church occupied this rity guard took us on a special tour to account of its geographic position.
Mayss), and four exchange students site in the tenth century, historians see the main courtroom which had It is surrounded on three sides by the
from France who attended staf- date this structure back to l 092.
been constructed within the shell of water of a meandering loop of the
The students were impressed by what had formerly been one of the Severn River, and straddles the borfordshire Law School.
Early the next morning, we the splendor of this red sandstone large and stately banquet rooms.
der between England and Wales.
headed out to Chester. The roads edifice. The ceiling Is vaulted and
In ths afternoon, the students
In recent times, Shrewsbury was
were slippery, but this time, not on stands about seventy feet (seven had the opportunity to meet with an Important site closely connected ·
stories) high.. Mosaics adorn the the Assistant Deon of the law school. with the birth of modern thought. It
account of snow.
During the night, an Ice fog had floor in the choir, there are numer- With ·the six of us, Professor Evans
descended upon the countryside. ous enormous stain glass windows. discussed various Issues relating to See CASTLES Oh the back page
The farm houses, the fields, the shrubs, and on the walls are famous paint- the practice of law in Britain, In- '"ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the trees, and the telephone poles ings. as well as mosaics and murals. ciuding the content of law 1 1
Before leaving, we came upon courses, the differences between
were all covered by a delicate layer
four chapels in the south transept. the training of ·a barrister and a
of ice crystals.
Chester is a beautiful markettown, Kim, John, and Cameron noticed solicitor, pupilage and articling,
about forty miles west-northwest of the army flags displayed in the st. and a solicitor's right to advertise.
Stoke-on-Trent. It Is famous for Its George Chapel. The chapel is dediThe students also had the opunusual black and white Tudor, cated to the Cheshire Regiment, portunity to observe a moot court.
wooden-framed houses, a beautiful which fought In the empire's wars, A moot court (on both sides of the
river valley with small waterfalls, a Including the Battles of the Boyne, Atlantic) Is a ·pretend trial.· A
nine-hundred year old cathedral, Dettingen.Bunker HiU,and Meeanee. student or faculty member will
and Roman ruins. Chester Is also
From the church, we walked act as the judge. Some students
well-known because It Is the only through the town to the ruins of the will pretend to be witnesses. Othwalled city In England around which amphitheater. This structure was ers will act as lawyers (In this case
the bulwark remains entirely In.t act. built by . the Romans sometime barristers) and try the case.
Immediately after arriving, we around the l st or 2nd century of the
The purpose of the exercise Is
walked along the walls for a bird's Common Era; however, It was not to provide law students with court
Rate is per peoon m includeS:
eye glimpse of the environs. We rediscovered until 1929. Just about - room experience. The mock trial,

CANCUN FROM $139
• RT Aif•e from Marni • 3 nights

NSU HONOR COURT
·What is Honor Court?

Academic

You1Ut1cdlycammi11n
infr1cti1111.

Non-Academic

f1C11hymcm~write1aa
lncidea1Repon.

·The Honor Court is a group comprised of two faculty
members, two students, and an administrator responsible for
hearing cases through an educational peer review process.
This process detennines student accountability for alleged
Honor Court
violations of the code of conduct outlined in the catalog for ' Procedure
Undergraduate Programs and the Residential Living Guide.
It also issues appropriate sanctions. An additional non-vot- viduals in the Nova Southeastern Community. Though pening representative from Student Services serves as Records alties will be given by the court, they will be given to improve the community rather than to harass an individual.
Coordinator and trainer.

What is the purpose of Honor Court?
An Honor Court hearing is n.ot a criminal trial. Its purpose is to maintain strong working relationships among indi-

SEE THIS SPOT IN THE NEXT ISSUE .
OF THE KNIGHT FOR CONTINUING
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HONOR COURT.

~omm. based on (JJad occtJpc11cy.

• RTTrarnnrs • AIITuesandGratuities
• Pak Week surcha'ge may apply
·• Foreitt and Domestic Departure
taxes and Surcharges NOT induded.
F•es are based on availability and
subject to change.

One Datran Center #320,
9100 S. Dadeland Blvd., Miami. FL

305-670-9261 ·
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IUolunteer Uenturesl NSUStudentslmpacttheCommunity

H~f:a
!~
Mme/ess~essA::~::"!:!~~!~::
,,.olunfeer ,·n t·he Nat ·onal Hunger Cleanup

Come Out and Make a Difference

0

0

mun1tyneedtorearia 31ssanctw1chesforhome1esspeop1e
allzethatwehave Menendez
lnTentClty. Wedeliveredtherriand
On April 16,
h
Imagine celebrities and business- a problem In our
interacted with 'the dozens of men
NSU's Volunteer
O
n
world giants lendir:ig their support, own backyard: hunger and and women living next to the bus
such as Jeff Bridges and American homelessness. People give their terminal located off Broward Blvd in
Board will work In
conjunction with
Express. Imagine over 80,(XX) stu- scrap foods to their dogs, yet ne- Dowtown Fort Lauderdale.
the National student Campaign dEmfs giving their valuable time to glect the people who go hungry
Throughout the week~ yellow ribAgainst Hunger and Homelessness go out Into the community and every night.
bons were distributed and worn to
(NSCAHH)tobringtheNatlonalHun- performmanuallabortobettersociThe Volunteer Board of Nova slgnlfyhopefortheMure. An lnforger Cleanup to South Florida.
ety.
·
- ·· Southeastern University, along with motion fair, panel discussion, and a
What exactly is the Hunger
Now, stop Imagining, for every- theCommunltyConnectlonofBCC, ·wastedFoodSUrvey·wereheldon·
Cleanup? Imagine the largest, na- thing that I Just described is already worked together in planning Hun- Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
" '
d h t d'-H
ger & · Homelessness Awareness respectively.
I
only one person, an w a
,,, erence Week, which took place February
The purpose of the wasted food
can I, as a single, individual person make?" 20through February 24, 1994. 'Both ·· ~rvey,whlch occurredwlththeasvolunteerprogramswantedtomake slstance of DAKA. was to measure
a difference and bring the aware- the amount of food people threw
tionwide, one-day volunteer effort a reality.
For the past ten years, the ness ofhungerandhomelessnessto away during lunchtime (11:lSamever. Now, imagine over 300 ~ol2:00pm). · The results were astoundleges and universities across America NSCAHH has unified the Institutions both college campuses.
The week began with 19 students · Ing! The amount thrown away tobanding together on the same day of higher education once per year
to Improve their communities and In an attempt to nullify the cata- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , toled 66 pounds!
According to Jim Mc:Key, the
advance the bcrttle against the In- strophic problems of hunger ond Cleanup· work?
Essentially, teams of 8-10 people Food Service Director of the Salvaternational plagues of hunger and homelessness.
homelessness.
So how exactly does this ·Hunger go out Into .the community and flon Army, the amount of food thrown
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ o~a~ spons~Np for the away co~d have ~d 100-1~
three hours of community people.
To wrap up the week, the Volunservice they plan to fulfill on
the day of the event. Each teer Board and BCC's Community
team takes an individual Connection sponsored a Sleep-out
worksite and spends three on the Rugby field to experience
-hours there doing whatever It what It might be like to be homeless.
ls that has to be done.
Although we, the volunteers, realRight now, the Volunteer · lzed we could go back to our rooms
Board is compiling a list of or homes, we understood there are
availableworksiteslnthearea
many who don't have that option.
Remote Car
to be championed by lndlWhatmadethemostimpactthat
Alarm
vidual teams. The money evening was the candelight vigil
earned through the sponsors and an open discussion with steve,
Is then pooled from all of the a homeless man who currently sleeps
teams at the end of the day, In Tent City.
and 50% of the earnings are
Many thanks to the approximate
donated to a local charity. 35 students who came throughout
mo
w.n lllm lYIIIIII
The ,other 50% goes back to the night to support the cause, and
•llltllCmllll . . .
the NSCAHH, to be divided took time to learn a little bit more
•I,,_ ......
amongst their numerous pro- about the issues.
•I ..........
11r-.
grams, both domestic and
For the Individuals who slept out
international.
and experienced some of the qisThe NSCAHH is aimed at comfort of the homeless world, we
smiting the beast called hun- thank you for sharing in our encounROCKFORD FOSGATE - WE BEAT
ger, and banishing the de- fer with reality.
Our Hunger and Homelessness
mon known as homelessness
IIIIAIIJSMART from
the
face
of
our
planet.
Weekmaybeover,buttheissuesstill
Alll ANut Our S,ecial Nan Slllll1at Discounts
"I'm only one person, and exist. Not just In our community, but
what difference can I, as a nationally and Internationally.
single, individual person
Wewanttoglvespecialthanksto
m EAIT
OAIUIII PAIII IUD.. ft lAIIBDAl£
11/1 . . . . . . . . . . ... . PBIIJ.
make?·
Elisa Anderson and Gayle Apple111! (1111)
If you take many indlvldu- baum, as well as the students of
als,
let's say 80,(XX) for now, Broward Community College for
11'11 IIIIIIAY 11mu Rm1Y 11H
and
throw them all together helping plan the week, qnd for their
11111111Y 1H • 11111111Z-I
to work on a national project, participation.
,.
liketheHungerCleanup,than
I would also like to · thank Bari
you have an awful lot of indl~ Grossman for giving me the opporvlduals making a difference. tunltyto chair and help plan Hunger
Let's all individually make andHomelessnessAwarenessWeek.
a difference together!
Thankyouforeverythlng. !learned
See you on April 16!
a great deal.
..
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lena~s Club Connection
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Volunteer Board Profile
Sarah Polo, 18 ~ old, is a first
year student at Nova Southeastern

University, and a local resident o{
Broward County. She volunteers at
the Beudhuin Oral School with four
year old autistic and down-syndrome
children. Sarah fmds that these chil·
drcn arc "so full c:i life and happiness
that it just rubs oB' on her.•

Source Line

Tone In

to NSU's home bas.hall
games on the IIEW WNSU 96.7

Sun-Sentinel

(form•ll:'I' W"KR)

24 Hrs. Cal 523-LINE 154631
Of Interest to Students:

Weekdays 2:45pm and
Saturdays 12 noon

~IC~
P'.

Through hervohmtecrirc expcri·
ences, she has discovered her future
career in child care. It was only
through voluntecrirc that Sarah was
able to fmd that her truest passion in
life is children, and helping others.
• Congraw/azioru, Sardi, for lieingbiml
111 liaison for Ca1*J Volunruri.sm
for rhe '!W95 scbool year!

TJ{'E ~'{S'll P.5'YCJIOLO<JY CL 'l1'13 'I"Y:.FS'E'J{IS,

Broadcasters:

O'l.cy ,5P'l(I'J./v S'L'lf!913$ S'E:RI'ES
MARCH 24, 1994-1:J0.2:JO
GETTING INTO GRA:DUATE SCHOOL
This seminar will be hosted by Dr. John Malouff.
Guest speakers: Bud Leveron, doctoral student, Sharon Einhorn, Gruaduate
Financial Aid officer. Main topics: Admission and financing for Graduate
School.

And so is i!raduation! '

WonderiM what comes next? StoP by the&
Career Rescme Center (Rosenthal s~w
room 205Jto find out! Get Your caret~ne!

•••11 IAHAMIIS GETAWAY FOR I*••
{enlacBns 10-n. leN - d JNWt cbar1•)

Underp-aduatee:

are
•
Ti..,ke••

only

s•

** D.O
*• D
pusyou

.a,

pick up your tickets at the WNSU
studios located on the lirst Door ol the
Rosenthal Center.

So

Drawing Date: April IS, I994

IN CELEBRATION OF WOMEN'S HISTORY
. MONTH
The Women's Studies Prngc>m
and
The Institute for. the Humanties and Arts
present

·

All of du! tu10W"'1fflD will be lvul ill tlw l,ul floor luaptiOfl Rooni of tlv
R oun...,.
..__,._..,u.
.
~-~- 1' 11C11I ty """
-~
.,.,.,.u,g, ...___
•.nexe _.....,.
lln ope,, to 5nu.enb,
tlst
internuil in tltnt. lufraJr,,,fflu will be serr,til.
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CELLULOID QUEENSz
The Art, Life & Contribution of Women in the Movies
Please join us on Monday evening, Marcia :aa from 6:30pm
until 9:30pm
in Mailman 309 for the film featuring MEan STaEEP

TanTan With
No
Sand
For as Little as
S66~ ptu, tax Per Sessionl

~~

(10 a.m.· 9 p.m. Mon.-fri.)
(10 ·a.m. • 6 p.m. Sat.& Sun.)

e-&o
~~-&

• 5 Tans S2500 plus tax
• 10 Tans S~OO° plus tax

l:I:&lfl~RHIH!IIJ:191:::1
• Wolff System • 26 Bulb Beds

FILMS WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A FACULTY PRESENTATION
AND DISCUSSSION WITH THE AUDIENCE MEMBERS.

Re&eallaaeata will be serYed.
ADMISSION IS FREE AND

APRIL 11, 199'"4.-oo-6:00
HEALING THE INNEll CHILD
Joan Childs, LCSW, Director of Joan E. Oillds & Associates, Inc., will introduce John Bradshaw techniques for finding and healing the inner child. Ms.
Childs specializes in womert's issues and adult childien of dysfunctional
families. She has appeared on many radio and television shows.

APRIL 18, 1994-3:30-5:30
CRISIS INTERVENTION/STRESS MANAGEMENT
Dr. Lena Hall will present int,:,nnation on stress and it's implications. Carolyn
Pope will follow up with a s1res8 management session including guided imagery

:::p

2nd 'prize• Baja Beach Ou V.I.P. passes for Z
3rd prize• Z Dozen CD's f-m the Hystery CD Bin

MARCH 29, 1994-5:15-6:00
GETTING A JOB WITH AN UNDERGRADUATE
DEG'REE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. Malouff will present information on ways to obtain a job in Psychology
and will introduce two guest speakers:
Jennifer Vosseler, who works at the Covenertt House and Michelle Ohayon,
director of the Career Resource Certter here on campus.

OPEN TO ALL

• St~:."!.J!s!~!:.t!..:.~r~..E!:., .~ay
l\JfM.Q.NffljJJ.NUMHIPtt ·
s

4

WEDNFSDAY

TUESDAY

l'dONDAY

THURSDAY

7

6

NO AEROBICS-SPRING BREAK-NO AEROBICS-SPRING BREAK-NO AEROBICS

11

STEP

12

.5:15-6:1.5

-f"

13

'

STEP
6:00-7:00

;a~1 ~~,
~~

~ 5:1.5-5:45

Join us each week for FREE , co-ed aerobics c:lasses! Classes are open to both students anc
employees, and are held in the Goodwin Residence Hall localed off College Avenue at die Soutl
Entrance, Call the Wellness Center at

475-70.52 for more details.

!!I?I!tlt:!1119.::::!
~=~•41!=19?11.'.-·~==~·~=lii i~=
Bri~9 this adUl .

.

2261 S. University ·Drive
Davie, Fl. 3332~
Promenade Shoppes (Near Mr.iilaJi!!iif~,...111111111•

47'J-8?67
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Maria M. Sbelton hu been named director ci the
· National Ed.D. Program for Educational Leaden at Nova
Southcastttn University. h director, Dr. Shelton will be
mporl$ible for directine the nation's liqest Ed.D. program
for educational leaders.
Prior to joining NSU, Dr. Shelton served as Associate
Dean ci Adrian.Dominican School ci Education at Barry

Education Program
Names Director
University. Dr. Shelton bas been a public school teacher,
counselor, and principal as well as a professor in Michigan;
Alabama, and Florida.

Dr. Shelton serva as president of Pro{euors ciElementary and Middle School Administrators, under the umbrella

of National Association of Ekmentary School Principals.
She recently- named president-elect ciNational Coun·
cil of Professors ci Educational Administration where she
will serve on the National Policy Board for Educational
Administration.

Everyone -wants to go for the big money
.but most people don't know
where to begin•••
NATIONAL CORPORATION
HAS OPENED NEW

OFFICES IN
DAVIE

PEMBROKE PINES

·You provide us with apositive work attitude,
we will provide you with ... .

·CALL

• Part-Time Evenings
• Week-end Work
• Paid Tr.tlning
476-68 0 0

PEM13"RC:>l<E

PINES

Compiled by Kimber &Tracy
Stinky Glue.
A man whose name was
withheld by reporters was rescued by firefighters after
spendil'.')g the night in the pit
of an outhouse at a boat
landing near Eugene, Oregon.
The man daimedthat he had
been high after sniffing glue,
had heard· someone calling
for help from the pit, had fallen
In while loo!<ing for him, and
could not get back out.

Forgetful ·Panic
A Walnut Creek, Calif.,
woman unidentified by reporters, caused a three-hour
search involving police officers from two towns, a search
and rescue team (using hastily printed photo posters), Explorer Scouts and several
bloodhounds when she reported her 3-year-old daughter missing from the family car
during a round of errands.
Upon returning home, the
woman found the girl and
realized that she had not taken
her on the errands;

Tidy Drug Dealers
Dwain C. Johnson, 32, was

AND

• Unlimited Earning Potential
• Excellent Starting Salary
• Generous Bonus Plan.

1171~Illl) Nl~117S

435-91·0"

arrested In Akron, Ohio, and a
warrant was Issued for his colleague Steven T. Carter, 31,
for trafficking In c~alne. The
men had taken their car to be
washed and vacuumed, and
the vacuum cleaner sucked
up a small bag on the front
seat containing 30 rocks of
crack cocaine. Police caught
Johnson after the · men returned to force the manager
to open up the vacuum canister; Carter escaped.

sec Posl'l'IONS
OPEN FOR bPUCATION

g

WNSU Radio Station
Station Manager
Program Director
Music Director
Production Engineer
The Knight Newspaf>e!
Editor-in.Chief
Associate Editor
Layout Editor
Club Editor
Staff Writer

·

~
~

~
~

~

er

g

I
Q

8'

SCC BusineSs Department ~
Business Manager
:I
Assistant Business Manager ·

j spring break '94
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EBONY BROWN LADY
Ba/lballa q<Zl/8' Vicirn
Ebony IJown lactf _
caight in the maze of realistic: reasaiilg
promenades ttvougi 1he essence cl ad.Jlterated times
as her 1hooghts trQ'\SCerld
1he bamoories cl our canprehensial
md her mild staggering~ reflects the past.

SPRING BREAK BAS~ !!
This Saturday

tie finds her reasons tiadded aid chaned
And il Ile back cl her mild
mg with the blood cl 1he pood of m
rages ideas 1hat hcr{e never ebbed.

Bftem~ repugnait,
these repressed thoughts ae by-passed
as ile gathe!s hopes cartiously

nto a me net a protxi:Jities.

S1rat~ccty pd$ed with honey canbed IJown Di
ile sfaids perpendculatf,
her face agcinst the 'Mild...
a repica of 1he trials
cl a pecple long forgotten,
a mom.rnent l<e !he cedalS of Lebaion
IJown as bumt copper.
Teailg at her heart is 1he ~
who an I?
Voices aise from her unciJlaled past
voices as sweefly melodious
as saghl.lTl aid bee's honey
"I.CJJdy Chle, dis ail' no tineto Iveil de pcz'
go fo'wad chle to de rjo'ry o' de pro'mised Lai"
These ~ gather il her mild
They rock il celebratioo
whie her memory touches 1.pon the melody
that accentuated her past
"Go cfne tvbses way cine il egypt Lai,
Tel' de'Alao to let my people go."
The 'imd brum her shooIder,
then breathes abje~ upon her ankles
aid she looks do'.m il ackno'*1edgment at her feet
unsoiled and booted
now remembering she is far from being shackled
but not quite so fa removed from the past
1hQt cowers her present.
Spontaneoustf
her thoogh1s embellish 1he rhythlric ferva cl her
freedom.
Passionately,
she muses,
·we are a p~e
I
ike beings possessed of an nflllite hope."
aid, perhaps It is !his thought
~ich mates The Ebony Brown Lady
nto a melocioos mood
as reverberations give rise to her unrelated existence
aid she cries.
·1 am, I am.·

Right now, our. l?ersonal word processors
come with extra
characters~
r------------------------------------------------

or a limited time, when you buy a Canon StarWriter™ personal
word processor, you get three free· disks filled with more than
F
200 clip art illustrations, holiday art and borders which you can
use for all your very serious projects (yeah, right).
But, the StarWriter is perfect for producing more impressive
class assignments, too. It h'as 5 built-in fonts. And with Canon's
patented non-impact Bubble Jet™ printing, the StarWriter prints on
plain paper with laser-like quality while hardly making .1 sound.
What's more, the StarWriter: 85 and 70 even import DOS®
documents from a PC computer.
Check into Canon's StarWriter today. And take advantage of
the free clip artoffer by using this coupon. For more information,
call 1-800-4321-HOP.

Sheet feeder standard on Star Writer 85, optional on Star Writer 70 and Star Writer 60.

L

To get three free StarWriter clip art disks, complete
all the information below and mail the completed
form along with the original StarWriter sales receipt (for StarWriter models 60. 70
or 85) dated between March 1, 1994 and May 31 1994 and the UPC code from
the top of the box to: Canon StarWriter Clip Art Giveaway, PO Box 9346,
Farmingdale, NY 11735-9346

Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __
Phone No. - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _
All claims must be postmarked and rec~ived no later than June 14, 1994. Forms
valid only when accompanied by required documentation. Please allow 8-10 .
weeks for delivery. For locations nearest you, call 1-800-4321-HOP.

..

Star Writer 60

art disks
worth $40.
FREE clip

Star Writer 85

Canon
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issues of today's main·
stream magazines (Rolling

Stone, Entertainment
Weekly, etc.) have dealt with the ratings or rankings
of movies, music, and art. Comparing or judging a
~':~'t:i;=c:.::c::e~ the wide range of styles
However, I was recently asked by my colleagues to
give an insight within this format, so I complied
relucranu,. Now, if you fed offended or somewhat .
disheartened by my opinions remember that they arc
only that, and any negative reaction towards them is
not necessary. Bur, if you still fed as if I have
overlooked something, please feel free to submit your
rcspoasc to The Knight for publication.

IN ANY CASE, my top five albums (in
terms of the quality of the work) are as
follows:
1) Exile on Main Street-The Rolling
2)
3)
4)

5)

stones
Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere
-Nell Young & Crazy Horse
Blue Train -John Coltrane
Blood On The Tracks-Bob Dylan
Small Change -Tom Walts -

Exile on Main Street was an album unlike any
other. It was back-street, Mississippi Delta blues
that captured the essence ofwhite-trash dreams. It
played like a novel, as each song was a chapter of
sultry, provocative, down-home fantasies.
"Sweet Black Angel," "Rip This Joint," and
"Tumbling Dice," in their understated depressions,

NOVA

dime whores who play it soft on the local boys. It
reeks of decadence and a half-hearted vision at a
back seat blow-job. .
However, the album still maintains acertain.
level of dignity, which helps the listener relate to
some of their more repressed images of themselves.
Freudian slippers, beware.
Neil Young, in seven songs, tells us that
Canada shouldn't justbe remembered for its beer.
E,...,...1..-.1.. Knows Too.ls Nawbere is a statement
·-· J"""'J
thal hqlds true throughout the whole album.
"Cinnamon Girl," "Everybody Knows This Is
Nowhere,""Down By The River," and "Cowgirlln
TheSand"arereveredbymost,butaskanyOtnudc
and he'll tell you that if you can't appreciate this
album for its simplistic Ontario beauty, then· yw
should try getting out more. It's rich in self·
destructiveneM, but the cpntradictioo of Young's
light, haunting voice reiterates that this is the basis
by which we exist, and God could not have created
a more sheltered society. A must on anyone's list.
In 1957, a young, tenor saxq,honist came wt
of the Miles Davis quintet, and manufactured an
album which would revolutionize the jazz industry.
His name was John Coltrane, a kid who had the
privilege of working with the best, and had them
play along with him to.create this masterpiece.
Although it had seemingly died out ten years
previously, Blue Train was rereleased and it revolutionized the bebq> era Playing with Coltrane

SOUTHEASTERN

Earn your

M

OR

Master of Business
Administration

IMll:11

was an all-star ensemble which consisted of Kenny and "Idiot Wind" are three songs that stand out
Drew (piano), "Philly" Joe Jones (Drums), Paul most in my mind. They possess a haunting quality _
Chambers (Bass), Qmis Fuller (Trombone), and of futility which continues to remind us of a soLee Morgan (Trumpet).
called "Higher Power" (i.e., fate) which disallows
The album consisted of five songs, ·most of any sort of doubt within the listener.
which were slow love ballads that eventually broke
Dylan tells us what we wish most is not always
out and blew away like "f mOld Fashioned." "lazy best, and the ignorance of our dreams is sometimes
Bird" was Coltrane's way of paying homage to the the best reminder of our mortality. Thought
"King Of Bebop," wrhe Yardbird," Mr. Olarlie provoking as well as profound-this is Bob Dylan.
Parker.
"Wasted and wounded, it ain't what the moon
Blue Train is the definitive jazz album, and did. fve got what J paid for now."-"Tom
should never be discredited because of the use ofsix ·Traubert's Blues," from the album Small Change.

Exile on Main street was an album unlike any other. It was back-street,
·Mississippi Delta blues that captured the essence of white-trash dreams.
band members (Coltrane usually only had four).
Either. wo,, John Coltrane was the best tenor
saxophonist there ever was, and Blue Train, despite the treacherous test of time, remains at the
tq,.
Perhaps Blool On Tbe Tracks is the best folk
album ever created, however, few are willing to
admit that it is, in fact, a folk album. hs unorthodox style has led many to believe that Bob Dylan
was more than his genre entitled him to be. Many
musicians are left for ooly us, the consumers, to .
label, but with this record Dylan informed us of his
other talents which were even more exploited in
future albums (Desire and Infidels).
"Tangled Up In Blue,• •Simple Twist c:1'Fate," .

Tom Waits. an inebriated relic from nights and
"mournings" of hung-9ver insanities, made .his
album dance with the decrepit dirges hummed
beneath the streets in sultry New Orleans.
Small Change was a reminder that life does
exist in the "lesser" societies, and within our own
self-entrapment exists a primal organ which wishes
to explode into a world of deep-rooted addictions.
Waits does not "wait" to warn us of the two-cent
shysters looking to rip off' your emotions for a quidc
score. Small Cbange-life as no one wishes to
realize it.
Music is poetry of a virgin souL society's

See llUSTY on page eleven
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Master of International
Business Administration

In One Calendar Year!
• develop your leadership and management skills
• enhance your career potential through the
internship experience
For more information, call 475-7681, or return the coupon below.
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TRPE HE·RD OR C.D. LENS CLEANING
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
· SELF SUFFICIENT MOBILE UNIT
WE USE ONLY HIGH QUALITY,
BIODEGRADABLE PRODUCTS

PROFESSIONAL SERUICE FOR MUCH
FOR AN APPOINTMENT BEEP: l-800-312-48 l 3

LESS

The Novq Southeastern Student C<:>mmunication Center

WNSU 96. 7 CaFM A
- IS HERE!!
~ -) -.

!Carn Pus SPortSI
Men's Golf Plays in Lady Knights Tennis
Apollo Beach Invitational Fighting the Odds
Nova Southeastern 'sgolf tean

Ki n-1
Fichera
.....__ _ _ __

finished In tenth
place, aft~ participating in The University of TampaSpartan Invitational at the Golf and
Sea Club. Fifteen teams participated in the invitational, which was
held In Apollo Beach, Florida.
After three rounds of golf, the
team finished with a total of 945. Kit
Larson shot under 80 In all three
rounds, shooting a 76, 75, and 79.
Following Larson is Chris Barber who
shot an 83. 72. and 81 respectively.
Mike Choma shot 79. 81, and 75,
and .David Cook an 83, 83, and 80.
Finishing for the team Is Tom Vitucchi
who shot an 87, 82, and 80.

WNKR 101.1 is proud to anounce its first steps
toward change. As of Ap,il 1. 199~, WNKR 101.1
lheNovaSouth- K ' I·
eastern women's
r-n
tennis tearn has a F i c he ra
. CaFM will be called WNSU 96~7 CaFM. For more
record of 3 wins
11 information on how to get ·WNSU in you, house o,
and 4 losses on the season, and a 1
& 1 Florida Sun Conference record. I i in your do,m ,oom call ~75-791~ Mon. - Fri 9-5.
On March 14, BCC hosted NSU at
Davie. In singles, Aka Ali beat Cheryl
Lee, scoring 7-6, 7-3, 4-6, and 3-6.
On March 17, the team played
Miami Dade Wolfson away. The
doubles team of Frazier and Sprague
were victorious with a score of 8-5.
The team will be away, March 25,
at Eckerd College in st. Petersburg,
and on March 26. in Tampa at Tampa
-University.
For more Information. contact Kim
Rchera at (305) 475-7345.

Recreational Sports Update
Nova Southeastern 4x4
Basketball League Standings

Nova Southeastern's Top 16
Scorers In 4x4 Basketball
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Jc:ames Sllokowskl
C h u c k Me1'Zger
Dean Bc:alley
S-teve Summerow
Phll Forbes
Jc:ason Looky
Mc:arvln McFc:ac:lden
Tyrone Shc:anks
Enrique Rlverc:a
Mike Mc:ackle ·
Melvln Mc:ayo
Crc:alg Fergus
Rick Olson
Horc:ace Jones
.Alc:an Anchell
Scott S'tc:ark

F'or Auvert1sing Rates Call 452-1553 Monday - Friday 9-5

r;;-------------------------.... 1
""" CAN'T AFFORD

~

FSU

1·

$2.00 entry fee
Sign-ups:
April 4-15
Play Begins: Monday. April 18

We find Awards that you may qualify for Financial Assistance
' regardless of SAT scores or parental income. Scholarships
Loans
~

_ i,.

Fellowships or Grants
· Internships

~\;

~

Cooperative workstudy programs

~'9~

j

-f""'?.A ,
~1<.,

Your Detailed report can be received in 48 hours.
No GPA, income or age requirement.

l.!or more FREE lnform~~lon call Computer Business Service (S05) 91S-S064

U.S. Total Fitness
3420 S. University Drive
Davie, Fl. 33328

Swimming (coed tournament)
5 people per team (at least 2
females) .
Numerous events are scheduled, Including a cookout
and music by WNKR.
Sign-ups:
April 1-21
Tournament: Sunday, Aprll 24

Pay To The

Ping-Pong Tournament Winners

(I)
(I)

Women's Div.: Rashida Frazier
Men's Div.:
Omar Diaz

Q)

#1010

Order Of_New Member(YourName)

Fifty dollars and 00(100

I $50.00- I

*****

I

Expires 4/15/94.

c
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NSU Sportsmanship Shines in Knights Baseball
anyone: remarks Love.
Senior Tommy Dopg is .currently
batting .379. has 12 RBl's, and Is 14
for 14 in stolen bases.
Senior pitcher Tommy Lee has 5
wins and no losses for the season.
with an ERA of 1.64. Junior pitcher
Mike Chlsmar has 3 wins and 1 loss
for the season. on ERA of 2.38, and
31 strike outs.
NSU played William Patterson
College on Thursday. March 17. and
won with~ score of 9-5. The winning

COLLEGE? ,~,,.
in FREE money goes unclaimed each year"

I

0::

Continued from the cover

1r.s-~

Government studies show, "Overi 6.6 BILLION dollars
r

Intramural Sports
Tennls and Racquetball

Championship Game Winner:
Midnight Strokers

" A Whole New NSU Experience ... "

Redeem_this check for

$50 off any membership
or

pitcher was Tommy Lee. and
pitcher Donnovan Todd had the
save. Tony Prieto hit 3 for 5, hitting
3 singles, and had 3 RBI' s. Claude
Love hit 3 for 5, which included 2
(I)
singles and 1triple. Charlie Fadoul
hit 3 for 3. Including 1 double and_
c
1 walk.
" March 25 and 26. the NSU
Knights will be hosting Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. On March
28, the Knights will host Dominican
College, and on March 30. the I0team will ploy Barry University at
;,.
Barry.
en

2 weeks FREE!

Call 370-1904
CD today -for an appointment.
~
U.S. Total Fitness
.E 3420 S. University .Drive
Davie, Fl. 3,3328
::i U.S. Total Fitness U.S. Total Fitness
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Nlg
.. ht St udents Anthony
To place a klasslfled. kontakt
FOR SALE
P TOVl•de .1~00
Dominici, Knight busi-

.

83.000 MILES
EXCELLENT CONDITION

Continued from page three business license, and carried full ness manager. at (305) 452- 1553.
llablllty Insurance.
addition to full time work and school
The plan Included parking be- ANN«>•J NCE1"I EN"rs
commitments, have children to care hind the Parker building .at nlght
. ATIENTION
for and added family responslblll- so students could even purchase
fies. Many night students find their . food on the way to class. He was
FRATERNITIES AND
energies and enthusiasm waning flatoutrefusedbecausehewould
after a ·minimum of eight hours of be In competition with DAKA Food
- SORORITIES ...
performance at work prior to the Servlc~. and was told he could
start of class.
·
not park his lunch trucks on camls It necessary to contribute to the pus property.
THE COLLEGE GREEK,'
stress that so many students are
This line of reasoning Is fallaSouth Florida's Largest Greek
already under by not providing ad- clous because DAKA closes at
Store is having a HUGE SALE

What is it going to take for the administration to recognize
and address the needs of deserving night students?
equate food service for night students?
Night students should be applauded for their remarkable
achievements. Consider professionals who instead of going home to
relax after working all day, choose
to take the initiative to Improve them-.
selves and expand their horizons at
night school.
An acquaintance of mine, an
enterprising Nova graduate, once
sought to provide food service at a
reasonable cost for night students.
He owned two lunch trucks which
served soups, sandwiches, and salads. Additionally, he was willing to
do some basic market research In
order to determine what students
would most like to eat, and was
willing to provide it. He had a valid

7:00 PM, thereby not providing
food service for night students.
many of whom don't get a break
from class until 7:30 or later. Even
If classroom breaks were earlier in
the evening. it would not be f easlble for Parker and Sonken students to walk to the Rosenthal
student Center dining hall, purchase food, eat. and walk back
to class.
What is it going to take for the
administration to recognize and
address the needs of deserving
night students? Nova Southeastern University is ~advertised and
promoted as a business oriented
school. My suggestion is for the
administration to start running this
unive~sity like a business. How?
start by asking any night student.

.(March 21-26)! Expect to Save
Big $$$, on almost
everything...DON'T MISS IT!
· (305)666-1778
Sl3S PODCe DeLeoo Btvd, Ccnl Glbles
AC 1be Uoivlnily of Mlml1
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Has fund-raising
opportunities for
groups. clubs and
charities to make
money for their
organizations working with
the MARLINS BASEBALL
and other Sporting Events
Dade: 624-8833
Broward: 435-3600

Mississippi Delta Blues and White Trash Fantasies GREEKS fl CLU88
E.ARN
Continued from page nine ment. Within the confines of subenema, deansing each nerve with
a vibrant splash of fervent remembrance.
These albums and a whole host
of others have helped to alleviate
the pressures of one solitary mo-

jectiveness we must remember
that he who thinks and knows
does not listen or feel.
So before I am ridiculed for my
humble opinions, take time to
explore. You'llneverbegintohear
unless you stop to listen.

850 • szso
POR YOURSELF

plus u,, to ssoo for
x.aur club!
'lliltm,w•Jm11dti·11m:li..aaa1
Wlllk. Clll aow m:l NCIM i fnle ail,

Shades of Gray Elude Limbaugh L==1-soo-=====93==2-0S===28==,Ext.===6S==.====-.
Continued from page two allegiance to, when q variety of tism Is the "absolute truth."
conservatism as an end In Itself.
One must consider the vast alternatives one might adopt In a melting
pot such as the United states, ·or
more appropriately, South Aorlda.
To advocate that the conservative
view Is the only doctrine to show

peopies from many cultures show
allegiance to oth~ political parties
and economic systems, is unquestionably erroneous. ,
Ms. Palmer, you should expose
yourself to other views, allow yourself to be enlightened by opposing
views, and then decide if conserva".'

·One should not be quick to
draw lines between themselves
and others. The end result, as Karl
Marx believed and which is evidenced by American society, Is
the alienation of the indivlaual from
others, and most importantly, from
himself.

$3,300
AM/FM STEREO, AC, SUN ROOF

CALL:

(305) 883-8269

AFTER 5:00 PM

Lookiog For
Success?
U.S Total Fitness is
looking for aggressive
sales people.
Management opportunities
within 90 days.
Call Jim Edwards
at 370-1904
for your appointment.

I

MARLINS
BASEBALL

CSC 1$ LOOKING FOR
USHERS,TICKET TAKERS
& SECURITY
FOR UPCOMING SEASON
PLUS CONCERTS
WILL TRAIN
FLEXIBLE HOURS
MAKE YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
DADE 624-8833
BROWARD 435-3600

·1,YPINC~

A.NJ>

I

·1, u·•·ouIN(;

RESEARCH
APAffUTORING
--------------------

Reasonable rates.
Computer typing $1. per page,
double spaced. :
Resume's $5 per page.
Calls accepted
24 hours a day.
Dr. C. Lipschitz (PhD). ~
CALL. 305-472-9990

Ispring break '94 f

CastlesandConstitutionalLaw IThe Back Paeel
Hot Chocolate, Clotted Cream, and Scones
.

Continued from page four one I brought from Florida. Gerard
was here that Charles Darwin was
born and educated. It was here, In
1779, fifteen miles from town center,
that mass production of Iron began.
When we arrived, the first thing
the students wanted to see was
Shrewsbury Castle. After all, they
had now been In England for over
one-hundred hours and had not yet
seen one real fortress. (The ruins of
stafford Castle did not count!)
We toured the castle grounds.
However:, when we went to see the

was able to purchase a pair of
driving gloves, an Item not usually
found in Floridian stores.
We walked through the narrow
alleys which comprise the oldest
part of the city, past Rsh street, up
Butcher's Row, and we ended up
on the Bear steps. At the top of the
steps, we found the Tudor Inn and
Cafe, and went in for warm drinks.
The students thought this small
restaurant must be somewhat old
because the wooden, beamed
ceiling was no more than five and a

"/'m only one person ' and what difference

can I, as a single, individual person make?"
Interior rooms, before the entrance
was a large sign which read, •0tt
limits to the public, dosed for repairs.· From our hoteliers, the Roses,
we later learned (to our surprise)
that the Interior rooms had been
damaged by an I.R.A. bomb!
Even though the castle was damaged, many interesting stores and
boutiques were open for business.
In Shrewsbury the students got their
first taste of British shopping. ·
I took Cameron, Douglas, Gerard,
and John into Dunn and Company,
which specializes In traditional clothing. I purchased a new plaid scarf,
as Cameron had confiscated the

half feet high. (John, Cameron and
Gerard had to be careful not to
bump their heads on the low ceiling-I didn 'ti) When they inquired
how old it was, the waitress answered nonchalantly that the restaurant had been a prjvate residence during the 15th century!
After some hot chocolate, clotted cream and scones, we walked
a little further and came upon st.
Julian's Church. This house of
God ls now used as a local market selling the crafts of artisans
from Shropshire County.
st. Julian's Church is a very
Interesting structure. Its spire was

. black and white, grasped at the
heartstrings of the audience.
The imagery In the film sets the
dark, intellectual tone of the drama.
Also, the superb performances given
by the actors and actresses shock
you into noticing the reallty which
surrounds us. .
·
·sugar Hm· Is about the life of a
drug dealer named Romello Skuggs,
who wants out of his drug dealing
business, the .same business which
killed his mother and destroyed his
father. This film shows the heartfelt,
sentimental side of a drug dealer
which Is rarely shown on-screen, or
In other facets of the mass media.
The audience witnesses a drug
dealer tired of playing games on the
street of Harlem. He must make a
· difficult decision about the rest of his..
life,
a decision which
not only af-.
'
.
. .
' '

as well.
The decision becomes even
more complex when Romeno
meets the woman of his dreams,
played by actress Theresa Randle.
Compelling · performances are
also given by Michael Wright, Ray
Nathan, and Clarence Williams
Ill.
lheplot of the film goes deeper
than just selling drugs and fighting In the streets. This movie
depicts how your past, your environment, and your mind can ,
shape· your future, especially if
you are a drug dealer in ·sugar
Hill.·
I highly recommend that everyone head to a nearby theater
to view this film. Life ls not always.
black and white, whether you
are a lawyer, at~acti~r. a police- ·
man, or
evet'.l a . drug·d.
. . , .
. . . ealer..

buut more than eight hundred
•
years ago. Recently, however,
there has been some damage;
one can see a few cracks along
the walls.
Welearnedthatthese.cracks
were caused by an earthquakelll (I knew about the
danger of I.R.A. bombs, but I
thought earthquakes only aff ected locales such as San Francisco,L.A.,Tokyo,andKrakatoal)
- . In the afternoon, the students
w'ere treated to this author's At Chester: Jobn Stflleru, Douglas Green ,
veryfinelectureconcernlngthe
and a role-playing British school teaeber.
differences between British and
Ultimately, Miss Molly, a local,
American constitutional . law. Folworking-class
girl, launched a suclowin~ my lectu~e. the students had
tea with the Assistant Dean of Aca- cessful campaign to halt the demodemic studies at the very elegant lition and revitalize her neighborhood. The neighborhood, the Hawes
North stafford Hotel.
Wednesday evening was re- Street area of Tunstall, was renoserved for theater. We went to see vated with the support of the local
a rock musical entitled ·Good Golly and national governments. .
Many more surprises and advenMiss Molly,· which was written about
a lady who opposed the Stoke-on- tures were In store during the last
Trent City Council and Its plans to three and a half days of the trip.
demolish a neighborhood of dilapiThe final installment recounting
dated council houses and move
the Inhabitants into newly built apart- these adventures will appear in the
April 22 issue of The Knight.
ments.
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SeJW-tee ~ / Snipes Brings Depth to Drug CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING
Dealer Skuggs in "Sugar Hill"
FOR:
Continued from the Cover fects Romello's life, but his family's
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ATHLETICS• CLUBS• ORGANIZATIONS

Specializing in: T-Shirts, Jackets,
Sweats, Hats, Staff Shirts,
. Team Uniforms, Etc.

---------------------------------------------,1,
Official Sponsor of
Nova Southeastern University Athletics
EMBROIDERY SERVICE AVAILABLE

434-7480
4740 S.W. 82nd AVE. DAVIE, FL.
. LOCATED DIRECTLY BEHIND DAVIE/C.C. LIBRARY
- Serving The Community S~nce 1980

